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Your policy
At Fusion we are committed to treating our customers fairly and therefore ensure that
•
our insurance products meet your needs based on information from your insurance advisor
•
policy documentation is clear
•
risk management advice is provided as and when appropriate
•
our internal teams controls and process practices are robust
•
our claims teams are committed to provide replacement or make a payment of an accepted claim
promptly following agreement of quantum
•
any complaints received are reviewed at a senior level
Information about your policy
Your policy is made up of Sections and or Subsections prepared from a proposal form or declaration or
statement of fact provided by you or from your instructions or any information in connection with this
insurance provided to us or your insurance adviser
Each policy Section and or Subsection may include terms definitions Conditions and Exclusions applicable to
the Section and or Subsection which should be read in conjunction with the policy definitions Conditions and
Exclusions
The policy schedule or appendix and any endorsement should be read together for precise details of your
insurance protection. An endorsement forms an addition to the policy Section and or Subsection and varies
the Insurance Provided by the policy Section and or Subsection
The Policy Introduction explains the Insurance Provided by us under this contract
Please ensure that the Insurance Provided by this policy meets your requirements. If any changes are
required this may result in changes to the terms Conditions and Exclusions of your policy or refusal to offer
insurance
How to make a claim under your policy
If you wish to discuss or notify a claim under your policy please contact either your insurance adviser or us
at the following address –
Fusion
4th Floor
3 Hardman Square
Manchester

M3 3EL
Tel: 0344 892 1787
Web: www.fusioninsurance.co.uk
You can alternatively email a new claim notification to us at Fusion.manchester@fusioninsurance.co.uk
Complaints
Our Service to You
Our goal is to give excellent service to all our customers. We take all complaints we receive seriously and aim
to resolve all our customers’ problems promptly. To ensure that we provide the kind of service you expect we
welcome your feedback
We will record and analyse your comments to make sure we continually improve the service we offer.
What happens if you complain to us?
a)
b)

c)

We will acknowledge your complaint within 5 working days of receipt.
We may refer your complaint to another party, depending on the circumstances of the complaint, who will
handle your complaint in accordance with their complaints procedure. However, we will advise you when
this occurs.
Once an assessment and full investigation of your concern has been made we will respond with a
decision.

Most of our customers’ concerns can be resolved quickly, but occasionally more detailed enquiries are
needed. If this is likely, we will contact you with an update and give you an expected date of response. This
will not be beyond 4 weeks from when you first made your complaint.
If you remain unhappy with the decision you receive or we haven’t dealt with the issue within 8 weeks you
may be able to refer the matter to the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS). The Financial Ombudsman
Service will become involved if you are an eligible complainant as defined by the rules of the Financial
Conduct Authority.
Whilst we and the Insurers are bound by the decision of the FOS, you are not. Following this complaints
procedure does not affect your right to take legal action.
The steps you should take if dissatisfied
Step 1 Refer your complaint to the Director of Operations, Fusion
If you are disappointed with any aspect of the handling of your insurance you should contact, with full details
including policy number and/or claim number:
Director of Operations
Fusion
55 Bishopsgate
London

EC2N 3AS
Tel: 0207 398 2100
Fax: 0207 398 2272
Step 2 Refer your complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service.
If after making a complaint to Fusion, you still feel the matter has not been resolved to your satisfaction you
may be able to request assistance from:
The Financial Ombudsman Service
Exchange Tower
London
E14 9SR
Tel: 0800 023 4567
Email address: complaint.info@financial-ombudsman.org.uk
Website: www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk

Financial Services Compensation Scheme
We are covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)
You may be entitled to compensation from the scheme if we cannot meet our financial obligations. This
depends on the type of business and the circumstances of the claim. Further information about compensation
scheme arrangements is available from:
Financial Services Compensation Scheme
10th Floor
Beaufort House
15 St Botolph Street
London
EC3A 7QU
Telephone: 0800 678 1100 or 020 7741 4100
Fax: 020 7892 7301
Website: fscs.org.uk
Email: enquiries@fscs.org.uk
Important Information
This product is underwritten by Geo Underwriting Services Limited trading as Fusion on behalf of insurers
whose identity and proportionate liability is stated in each policy Section appendix
Fair Processing Notice
The privacy and security of your information is important to us. This notice explains who we are, the types of
information we hold, how we use it, who we share it with and how long we keep it. It also informs you of
certain rights you have regarding your personal information under current data protection law. The terms used
in this Fair Processing Notice relate to the Information Commissioner’s Office guidance.
Who are we?

Geo Underwriting Services Limited trading as Fusion (part of the Ardonagh Group of companies) is the Data
Controller of the information you provide us and is registered with the Information Commissioner’s Office for
the products and services we provide to you.
You can contact us for general data protection queries by email to DataProtection@ardonagh.com or in writing
to The Data Protection Officer, care of the office of the Chief Information Officer, The Ardonagh Group, 55
Bishopsgate, London, EC2N 3AS. Please advise us of as much detail as possible to comply with your
request. For further information about the Ardonagh Group of companies please visit
http://www.ardonagh.com/.
What information do we collect?
We will collect personal information which may include your name, telephone number, email address, postal
address, occupation, date of birth, additional details of risks related to your enquiry or product and payment
details (including bank account number and sort code) which we need to offer and provide the service or
product or deal with a claim.
We may need to request and collect sensitive personal information such as details of convictions or medical
history that are necessary for providing you with the product, service or for processing a claim.
We only collect and process sensitive personal data where it is critical for the delivery of a product or service
and without which the product or service cannot be provided. We will therefore not seek explicit consent to
process this information as the processing is legitimised by its criticality to the service provision. If you object
to use of this information then we will be unable to offer you the product or service requested.
How do we use your personal information?
We will use your personal information to
•
assess and provide the products or services that you have requested
•
communicate with you
•
develop new products and services
•
undertake statistical analysis
We may also take the opportunity to
•
contact you about products that are closely related to those you already hold with us
•
provide additional assistance or tips about these products or services
•
notify you of important functionality changes to our websites
We make outbound phone calls for a variety of reasons relating to many of our products or services (for
example, to update you on the progress of a claim or to discuss renewal of your insurance contract). We are
fully committed to the regulations set out by Ofcom and follow strict processes to ensure we comply with them.
To ensure confidentiality and security of the information we hold, we may need to request personal information
and ask security questions to satisfy ourselves that you are who you say you are.
We may aggregate information and statistics on website usage or for developing new and existing products
and services, and we may also provide this information to third parties. These statistics will not include
information that can be used to identify any individual.
Securing your personal information
We follow strict security procedures in the storage and disclosure of your personal information in line with
industry practices, including storage in electronic and paper formats.
We store all the information you provide to us, including information provided via forms you may complete on
our websites, and information which we may collect from your browsing (such as clicks and page views on
our websites).
Any new information you provide us may be used to update an existing record we hold for you.

When do we share your information?
To help us prevent financial crime, your details may be submitted to fraud prevention agencies and other
organisations where your records may be searched, including the Claims and Underwriting Exchange (CUE)
and the Motor Insurers Anti-Fraud and Theft Register (MIAFTR).
In addition to companies within the Ardonagh Group, third parties (for example insurers or loss adjustors)
deliver some of our products or provide all or part of the service requested by you. In these instances, while
the information you provide will be disclosed to these companies, it will only be used for the provision and
administration of the service provided (for example verification of any quote given to you or claims processing,
underwriting and pricing purposes or to maintain management information for analysis).
This may also include conducting a search with a credit reference bureau or contacting other firms involved in
financial management regarding payment.
If we provide information to a third party we will require it and any of its agents and/or suppliers to take all
steps reasonably necessary to ensure that your data is treated securely and in accordance with this fair
processing notice.
We may of course be obliged by law to pass on your information to the police or other law enforcement body,
statutory or regulatory authority including but not limited to the Employer’s Liability Tracing Office (ELTO) and
the Motor Insurance Bureau (MIB).
We may also share your information with anyone you have authorised to deal with us on your behalf.
How long do we keep your information for?
We will not keep your personal information longer than is necessary for the purpose for which it was provided
unless we are required by law or have other legitimate reasons to keep it for longer (for example if necessary
for any legal proceedings).
We will normally keep information for no more than 6 years after termination or cancellation of a product,
contract or service we provide. In certain cases, we will keep your information for longer, particularly where a
product includes liability insurances or types of insurance for which a claim could potentially be made by you
or a third party at a future date, even after your contract with us has ended.
Your rights
Under data protection law you have the right to change or withdraw your consent and to request details of any
personal data that we hold about you.
Where we have no legitimate reason to continue to hold your information, you have the right to be forgotten.
We may use automated decision making in processing your personal information for some services and
products. You can request a manual review of the accuracy of an automated decision that you are unhappy
with.
Further details of your rights can be obtained by visiting the Information Commissioner’s Office website at
https://ico.org.uk/.

Employers' Liability Tracing Office
We are obliged to provide information relating to your insurance Policy including but not limited to
•
•
•
•

policy number(s)
Employer's names and addresses including subsidiaries and if appropriate changes in name / title
periods of insurance
Employer's reference numbers - ERN - provided by HM Revenue & Customs and if relevant Companies
House reference numbers

to the Employers' Liability Tracing Office - the ELTO - which are added to an electronic database - the
Database in a format set out by the Employer’s Liability Insurance: Disclosure by Insurers Instrument 2010
The Database assists individual consumer claimants who have suffered an employment related injury or
disease arising out of their course of employment in the UK whilst working for employers carrying on or who
carried on business in the UK and as a result are covered by the employers’ liability insurance of their
employers - the “Claimants” •

to identify which insurer (or insurers) was (or were) providing employers’ liability cover during the relevant
periods of employment
and

•

to identify the relevant employers’ liability insurance policies

The Database and the data stored on it may be accessed and used by the Claimants, their appointed
representatives, insurers with potential liability for UK commercial lines employers’ liability insurance cover and
any other persons or entities permitted by law
The Database will be managed by the ELTO and further information can be found on the ELTO website
www.elto.org.uk

Policy Introduction
This policy is a contract between you and us
The language of this policy and all related communications will be in English and the law applicable to this
contract will be English Law and the decisions of English courts
In return for you having paid or agreeing to pay the premium we will indemnify you by payment or at our
option reinstatement or repair for loss damage or liability occurring in connection with your business during
the period of insurance as we state in the Insurance Provided and Limit of Liability within the policy Section
or Subsection terms Conditions and Exclusions
The policy Section or Subsection terms Conditions and Exclusions definitions schedule appendix and any
issued endorsement are to be read as one document
Any Item or Limit or Sum Insured or Total Sum Insured or Limit of Liability stated in the policy is exclusive of
excess
Any word or phrase stated as a definition has the same meaning throughout the policy terms Conditions and
Exclusions unless the Section or Subsection terms Conditions and Exclusions definitions appendix or any
endorsement state otherwise

Chief Executive Officer
Geo Underwriting Services Limited
for and on behalf of the Company
IMPORTANT
This is a legal contract between you and us but designed to be as easy to understand as possible. You must
make a fair presentation of the risk to us at inception renewal and when an alteration to the policy is
requested
Your proposal the policy the schedule appendix and any issued endorsement shall be considered as one
legal document. It is important that you read all your documents carefully and let your insurance adviser know
immediately if the Insurance Provided does not meet your requirements or if any information is inaccurate or
incomplete. If any changes are required this may result in changes to the terms and Conditions and Exclusions
of the policy or a refusal to offer insurance
We are keen to work in partnership with you and avoid any misunderstandings

Your obligations under the policy
Some of the obligations are expressed to be a policy Condition or condition precedent. These are extremely
important. If you are in breach of any of these obligations at the time of a claim we will have no obligation to

indemnify you in relation to any claim for that loss damage or liability. However if the policy Condition or
condition precedent is intended to reduce the risk of loss damage or liability of a particular kind at a particular
location or at a particular time we will not rely on the breach of that policy Condition or condition precedent
to exclude limit or discharge our liability if the breach could not have increased the risk of loss damage or
liability which actually occurred in the circumstances in which it occurred

Steps to be taken if you cannot comply
If you are unable to comply with any policy Condition or condition precedent you should contact us as soon
as reasonably possible through your insurance advisor. We will decide whether we might be prepared to
agree an alteration to the policy. All policy Conditions or conditions precedent remain effective unless you
receive written confirmation of alteration from us through your insurance advisor
You should keep a written record (including copies of letters) of information you give us or your insurance
advisor at inception renewal and when alteration of the policy is requested

Policy definitions
We show a defined word or phrase in bold print as policy or Section or Subsection definitions and the same
meaning applies wherever these appear in the policy except where included in headings or titles
The policy or Section or Subsection definitions must be read together
If a policy definitions heading is repeated in a Section or Subsection of this policy the Section or Subsection
definition applies cancelling and replacing the policy definitions heading shown below
A word or phrase shown in the singular includes the plural and masculine includes the feminine or neuter

Appendix/appendices
means the document stating the Item and or Limit and or Sum Insured and or Total Sum Insured and or Limit
of Liability and or excess and or Insurance Provided under the policy Section or Subsection
Asbestos
means asbestos asbestos fibres or particles or any derivatives of asbestos including any product or material
containing asbestos asbestos fibres or particles or any derivatives of asbestos
Bodily injury
means physical or mental injury including death illness disease mental anguish or shock but not defamation
Breakage
means accidental fracture extending through the entire thickness of the glass
Business
means your business stated in the schedule
Condition precedent
means if you are in breach of any of these obligations at the time of a loss or damage we will have no
obligation to indemnify you in relation to any claim for that loss or damage. However if a condition precedent is
intended to reduce the risk of a loss or damage of a particular kind at a particular location or at a particular
time we will not rely on the breach of that condition precedent to exclude limit or discharge our liability if the
breach could not have increased the risk of the loss which actually occured in the circumstances in which it
occurred
Contractual liability
means liability attaching to you by virtue of a contract but which would not have attached in the absence of
such contract
Conveyance
means transportation by any method including any air and or rail and or road and or water conveyances of
every description

Data
means information represented or stored electronically including but not limited to code or series of instructions
operating systems software programs and firmware
Damage/damaged
means loss or destruction of or physical damage to property insured
Employee
means any
1)

person under a contract of service or apprenticeship with you

2)

labour master or labour only subcontractor or person supplied or employed by them

3)

self-employed person

4)

person hired to or borrowed by you

5)

any person engaged under a work experience youth training or similar scheme

6)

any voluntary helper

while working for you in connection with your business
Endorsement
means the document showing changes made to the Insurance Provided under the policy
Event
means any occurrence or series of occurrences directly or indirectly attributable to a single source or the same
original repeated or continuing cause
Excess
means the amount you or any party entitled to indemnity will contribute in relation to every event insured at
each premises each and every loss before we assume any responsibility to make a payment for damage to
property insured and applies after the application of all other terms and Conditions and Exclusions including
any Condition of average (underinsurance)
The excess does not form part of the Limit of Liability and is payable by you before the application of the Limit
of Liability
Financial Loss
means pecuniary loss following reduction in turnover or any other form of income
Goods
means the property insured being types of goods stated in the appendix that are new unused and of recent
manufacture but does not include goods shipped on or above deck unless the goods are in fully enclosed
metal containers or we state otherwise in the appendix

Gross profit
means the amount by which the sum of the amount of the turnover and the amounts of the closing stock and
work in progress shall exceed the sum of the amount of the opening stock and work in progress and the
amount of the uninsured working expenses
The closing stock and work in progress and opening stock amounts shall be arrived at in accordance with your
usual accounting methods
Gross revenue
means the money paid or payable to you for services rendered in the course of your business less the
amount of any uninsured working expenses
Incident
means an event of damage to property insured or property used by your business carried on at the
premises
Indemnity period
means the period commencing from the date of incident and ending not later than the number of months
stated in the appendix during which the results of the business are affected in consequence of the damage
Insured/you/your
means the person or corporate body or organisation detailed in the schedule
Insurer/our/us/we
means insurers or service providers whose identity is stated in the appendix to each Section Identity of
Insurers
Maximum indemnity period
means the number of months detailed in the appendix unless stated otherwise in the policy Section or
Subsection or endorsement
Microchip
means a unit of packaged computer circuitry manufactured in small scale and made for program logic including
computer memory purposes and expressly including integrated circuits and microcontrollers
Money
means the face value of cash (notes and coins) cheques giro cheques travellers cheques postal or money
orders bankers drafts current postage and revenue stamps unused units in postage stamp franking machines
national insurance stamps stamped or franked national insurance cards national savings stamps national
savings certificates premium bonds holiday with-pay stamps bills of exchange credit and debit card sales
vouchers luncheon vouchers consumer redemption vouchers trading stamps gift tokens VAT purchase
invoices all pertaining to your business and belonging to you or for which you are responsible
Nuclear installation

means any installation of such class or description as may be prescribed by regulations made by the relevant
Secretary of State from time to time by statutory instrument being an installation designed or adapted for the
1)

production or use of atomic energy

2)

carrying out of any process which is preparatory or ancillary to the production or use of atomic energy and
which involves or is capable of causing the emission of ionising radiations

3)

storage processing or disposal of nuclear fuel or of bulk quantities of other radioactive matter being matter
which has been produced or irradiated in the course of the production or use of nuclear fuel

Nuclear reactor
means any plant (including any machinery equipment or appliance whether affixed to land or not) designed or
adapted for the production of atomic energy by a fission process in which a controlled chain reaction can be
maintained without an additional source of neutrons
Offshore activity
means any work on or visit to an offshore installation from the time of embarkation onto a conveyance at the
point of final departure to such offshore installation until the time of disembarkation from a conveyance onto
land on return from such offshore installation
Offshore installation
means any offshore installation rig or platform whether fixed or mobile or any vessel or semi-submersible
including any catwalk landing ramp bridge walkway accommodation or other connected structure which has
been is or will be engaged in production
Period of insurance
means the period stated in the schedule or any subsequent period for which we agree to accept payment of
premium
Policy
The Policy Introduction Section Subsection schedule appendix Certificate(s) and any endorsements issued
Pollution or contamination
means
1)

pollution or contamination of buildings or structures or property insured or of water or land or the
atmosphere
and

2)

all loss damage or bodily injury directly or indirectly caused by or arising from such pollution or
contamination

Principal
means any person employer firm company ministry or authority for whom you carry out a contract for the

performance of work
Premises
means the location of property insured occupied by you for the purposes of your business and includes the
grounds within the boundaries for which you are responsible as stated in each respective policy Section
appendix
Product supplied
means any product or thing (including containers packaging or labelling) sold supplied erected repaired altered
treated installed processed manufactured tested serviced hired out stored transported or delivered by you in
the course of your business in or from the territorial limits
Production
means the processes of prospecting for or extraction separation storage treatment or distribution of oil or gas
Proposal
means any completed proposal form and or information provided by you or on your behalf in connection with
this insurance policy including all declarations and or statement of fact and or instructions
Property
means material property
Schedule
means the document stating the operative policy Section(s) you have chosen the period of insurance details
of your business and all appendices or any subsequent renewal schedule issued
Specified perils
means the specified perils stated in the Material Damage Section of this policy
System
means computer equipment linked to a computer hardware software programs data electronic data
processing equipment microchip and anything which relies on a microchip for any part of its operation and
includes for the avoidance of doubt any computer installation
Territorial limits
means Great Britain Northern Ireland the Isle of Man or the Channel Islands but not offshore activity
Terrorism
Not applicable to the Liability Section or Directors and Officers Section or Marine Cargo Section or
Freight Liability Section
means acts of persons acting on behalf of or in connection with any organisation which carries out activities
directed towards the overthrowing or influencing by force or violence of Her Majesty’s Government in the
United Kingdom or any other government de jure or de facto

Transit
means from the time the property insured is loaded into the carrying conveyance and continues during the
course of transit until the time it is unloaded at its destination including the period during loading and unloading
on to or from the carrying conveyance
Turnover
means the money paid or payable to you for goods sold and delivered and for services rendered in the course
of your business at the premises
Unattended
means where there is no person or employee allocated responsibility for keeping the property insured and or
conveyance and or conveyance vehicle and or trailer under observation with a reasonable prospect of
preventing any unauthorised interference
Unoccupied
means any building or any portion of a building that is untenanted and or unfurnished and or no longer in
active use and or empty
Virus
means programming code designed to achieve an unexpected unauthorised undesirable effect or operation
when loaded onto a system transmitted between systems by transfer between computer systems via
networks extranets internet electronic mail and or attachments thereto or via floppy diskettes or CD-ROMs or
otherwise and whether involving self replication or not

Policy Exclusions
Date recognition
Not applicable to the Liability Section Subsection 1 – Employers’ Liability or Directors and Officers
Section or Marine Cargo Section or Terrorism Section or Legal Expenses Section
We will not provide indemnity under this policy in respect of any
1)

damage to any property whatsoever or any loss cost or expense whatsoever resulting or arising
therefrom or any consequential or inevitable loss

2)

legal liability of whatsoever nature

directly or indirectly caused by or contributed to by or consisting of or arising from the failure of any
2.1) computer data processing equipment or media microchip integrated circuit or similar device or
2.2) other equipment or system for processing storing or retrieving data or
2.3) computer software
whether your property or not to
a)

recognise correctly any date as its true calendar date

b)

capture save retain or correctly manipulate interpret or process any data information command or
instruction as a result of treating any date otherwise than as its true calendar date

c)

capture save retain or correctly process any data as a result of the operation of any programmed
command which causes the loss of data or the inability to capture save retain or correctly process such
data on or after any date

but indemnity applies under all policy Sections except the Liability Section in respect of subsequent damage
which itself results from Specified perils Fire Lightning explosion Aircraft Riot civil commotion strikers
locked-out workers Malicious Persons Earthquake Storm Flood Escape of water Impact by any vehicle
or animal not controlled or belonging to you or any occupier of the premises or their respective
employees Impact by any vehicle or animal controlled or belonging to you or any occupier of the
premises or ther respective employees and Theft or attempted theft except Theft or attempted theft by
employee(s) but only where such Specified perils are stated to be applicable in the Section appendix and
damage would otherwise be the subject of indemnity thereunder
Loss of electronic data
Not applicable to the Liability Section Subsection 1 – Employers’ Liability or Directors and Officers
Section or Terrorism Section or Legal Expenses Section
We will not provide indemnity under this policy in respect of any
1)

damage to any property whatsoever or any loss cost or expense whatsoever resulting or arising
therefrom or any consequential or inevitable loss

2)

legal liability of whatsoever nature

directly or indirectly caused by or contributed to by or consisting of or arising from any damage destruction
distortion erasure corruption or alteration of electronic data arising from any cause whatsoever including but
not limited to virus or any loss of use reduction in functionality cost or expense of whatsoever nature relating
thereto or resulting therefrom regardless of any other cause or event contributing concurrently or in any
sequence to the damage destruction distortion erasure corruption alteration reduction cost or expense
provided that this policy Exclusion does not apply to the indemnity provided under
a)

Material Damage Section and Contractors All Risks Section in respect of damage to insured
property directly caused by Specified perils Fire Lightning explosion Aircraft Riot civil commotion
strikers locked-out workers Earthquake Storm Flood Escape of water Impact by any vehicle or
animal not controlled or belonging to you or any occupier of the premises or their respective
employees Impact by any vehicle or animal controlled or belonging to you or any occupier of the
premises or their respective employees except where such Specified perils are stated to be applicable
in the Section appendix and damage would otherwise be the subject of indemnity thereunder

b)

Liability Section Subsection 2 – Public Liability and Subsection 3 – Products Liability against legal
liability in respect of accidental
a)

bodily injury to any person

b)

wrongful arrest wrongful detention false imprisonment or malicious prosecution

Northern Ireland
Not applicable to the Liability Section or Directors and Officers Section or Legal Expenses Section
We will not provide indemnity under this policy in respect of destruction or damage or consequential or
inevitable loss for such damage in Northern Ireland occasioned by or happening through or in consequence
directly or indirectly of Specified perils Riot civil commotion strikers locked-out workers and Malicious
persons
Radioactive and other contamination
Not applicable to the Marine Cargo Section or Terrorism Section or Directors and Officers Section or
Legal Expenses Section
We will not provide indemnity under this policy in respect of any
1)

damage to any property whatsoever or any loss cost or expense whatsoever resulting or arising
therefrom or any consequential or inevitable loss

2)

legal liability of whatsoever nature

directly or indirectly caused by or contributed to by or arising from
a)

ionising radiations or contamination by radioactivity from any nuclear fuel or from any nuclear waste from
the combustion of nuclear fuel

b)

the radioactive toxic explosive or other hazardous or contaminating properties of any nuclear installation
reactor or other nuclear assembly or nuclear component thereof

c)

any weapon or device employing atomic or nuclear fission and or fusion or other like reaction or
radioactive force or matter

d)

the radioactive toxic explosive or other hazardous or contaminating properties of any radioactive matter
but the exclusion in this paragraph does not extend to radioactive isotopes other than nuclear fuel when
such isotopes are being prepared carried stored or used for commercial agricultural medical scientific or
other similar peaceful purposes

e)

any chemical biological biochemical or electromagnetic weapon

provided that
i)

ii)

in respect of Liability Section Subsection 1 – Employers’ Liability paragraphs a) and b) above
only apply when you under a contract have
1)

undertaken to indemnify another party

2)

assumed liability which would not have attached in the absence of such contract

paragraphs c) d) and e) above do not apply to the Liability Section

Sanction limitation and exclusion
We will not provide insurance nor be liable to pay any claim and or provide any benefit hereunder to the extent
that the provision of such insurance and or payment of such claim and or provision of such benefit would
expose us and or any member of our group to any sanction and or prohibition and or restriction under United
Nations resolutions and or the trade and or economic sanctions and or laws and or regulations of any country
Terrorism
Not applicable to the Liability Section or Directors and Officers Section or Marine Cargo Section or
Freight Liability Section or Terrorism Section or Legal Expenses Section
We will not provide indemnity under this policy in respect of any damage to any property whatsoever or any
loss cost or expense whatsoever resulting or arising therefrom or any consequential or inevitable loss directly
or indirectly caused by or contributed to by or arising from
1)

terrorism occurring in England Wales and Scotland and the territorial seas adjacent thereto as defined
by the Territorial Sea Act 1987

2)

any act including but not limited to the use of force or violence and or the threat thereof of any person or
groups of persons whether acting alone or on behalf of or in connection with any organisation(s) or
government(s) committed for political religious ideological or similar purposes including the intention to
influence any Government and or to put the public or any section of the public in fear occurring other
than in England Wales and Scotland

including any damage cost or expense of whatsoever nature directly or indirectly caused by resulting from or
in connection with any action taken in controlling preventing suppressing or in any way relating to 1) or 2)
above
3)

any act of terrorism regardless of any cause or event contributing concurrently or in any other sequence
of such act of terrorism

In any action suit or other proceedings where we allege that any damage cost or expense is not covered the
burden of proof that such damage cost or expense is covered will be upon you
In the event that any part of this Exclusion is found to be invalid or unenforceable the remainder will remain in

full force and effect
War and similar risks
Not applicable to the Liability Section Subsection 1 - Employers' Liability or Directors and Officers
Section or Marine Cargo Section or Freight Liability Section or Terrorism Section or Legal Expenses
Section
We will not provide indemnity under this policy in respect of any
1)

damage to any property whatsoever or any loss cost or expense whatsoever resulting or arising
therefrom or any consequential or inevitable loss

2)

legal liability of whatsoever nature
directly or indirectly caused by or contributed to by or arising from any of the following regardless of any
other cause or event contributing concurrently or in any sequence to the damage cost expense or
liability
2.1) war invasion act(s) of foreign enemies hostilities or warlike operations (whether war be declared or
not) civil war rebellion revolution insurrection civil commotion assuming the proportions of or
amounting to an uprising military or usurped power or confiscation or nationalisation or requisition by
or under the order of any government or public or local authority
2.2) any action taken in controlling preventing suppressing or in any way relating to 2.1) above

Policy Conditions
Alteration
You must notify us prior to or immediately if during the period of insurance there is any alteration in your
ownership of the business or if there is any alteration
1)

in or to the business

2)

due to the business being wound up or carried on by a liquidation or receiver or permanently
discontinued

3)

due to acquisition disposal or removal

4)

in respect of which your interest ceases except by operation of law

5)

in respect of the risk of subsidence ground heave or landslip where any demolition construction ground
works or excavation work is being carried out on any site adjoining the premises

6)

to the facts or matters set out in the schedule appendix or otherwise comprising the risk presentation
made by you to us at inception renewal or alteration of the policy which materially increases the risk of
loss damage or liability as insured by this policy

7)

in the Contract Conditions stated in the Freight Liability Section appendix and or a special declaration
of value or of special interest in delivery is accepted by you

Should you be in any doubt as to whether information should be presented to us you must discuss it with
your insurance adviser or disclose it to us
Upon being notified of any such alteration we may at our absolute discretion
a)

continue to provide cover under the appropriate Section or Subsection on the same terms

b)

restrict the cover provided by the Section or Subsection

c)

impose additional terms

d)

alter the premium

e)

cancel the Section or Subsection and or the policy

If you fail to notify us of any such alteration we may at our absolute discretion
i)

treat the appropriate Section or Subsection and the policy as if it had come to an end as at the date
of the alteration of the risk returning a proportionate amount of the premium for the unexpired period
of insurance if we would have cancelled the Section or Subsection and the policy had we known of
the increase in risk

ii)

treat the Section or Subsection and the policy as if it had contained such terms (other than relating
to premium) or other restrictions (if any) from the date of the alteration in risk as we would have
applied had we known of the increase in risk

iii)

reduce proportiontely the amount paid or payable on any claim the proportion for which we are liable

being calculated by comparing the premium actually charged as a percentage of the premium which
we would have charged had we known of the increase in risk
Assignment
You will not assign any of the rights or benefits under this policy Section or Subsection without our prior
written consent
We will not be bound to accept or be affected by any notice of trust charge lien or purported assignment or
other dealing with or relating to this policy or Section or Subsection
Cancellation
Not applicable to the Directors and Officers Section
1)

Your rights

You may cancel this policy
1.1) within 14 days of the commencement of this insurance or receipt of policy documentation whichever
is the later for the first period of insurance
1.2) if at any time you sell the business or sell the property insured shown in the appendix or you
cease trading
and or you may cancel the policy Marine Cargo Section by giving us
1.3) 7 days notice in respect of risks covered by the Institute War Clauses and Institute Strikes Clauses
or
1.4) 48 hours notice in respect of shipments to or from the USA in respect of risks covered by the
Institute Strike Clauses
If you cancel the policy we will return part of the premium proportionate to the unexpired period of insurance
provided that

2)

a)

no claims have been paid or are outstanding or events reported to us that could give rise to a claim
during the current period of insurance

b)

we will be entitled to deduct from any return of premium an administrative charge of £50 in respect
of operational costs

Our rights

Other than policy Condition Fraud we may cancel this policy
2.1) by providing you with 14 days notice of cancellation by recorded delivery letter to your business
address stated in the policy schedule
and or we may cancel the policy Marine Cargo Section by giving you
2.1.1)

7 days notice in respect or risks covered by the Institute War Clauses and Institute Strikes
Clauses

or
2.1.2)

48 hours notice in respect of shipments to or from the USA in respect of risks covered by
the Institute Strikes Clauses

If we cancel the policy we will return part of the premium proportionate to the unexpired period of insurance
or if the premium has been based wholly or partly upon estimates the premium will be adjusted in accordance
with policy Condition Premium adjustment provided that
a)

no claims have been paid or are outstanding or events reported to us that could give rise to a claim
during the current period of insurance

b)

we have not identified a breach of any policy Condition

2.2) immediately if the premium has not been paid or there has been a default under the Instalment
premium of linked credit agreement
3)

Certificate of insurance

If this policy or Liability Section - Subsection 1 Employers' Liability is cancelled any certificates of Employers'
Liability insurance are cancelled from the same date and no certificates should be displayed at your premises
Claims (action to be taken by you)
Not applicable to the Business Interruption Section or Loss of Licence Section
It is a condition precedent to our liability to indemnify you under the policy Sections or Subsections in
relation to any claim for damage or in the event of an incident in consequence of which a claim is or may be
made you will
1)

give written notice to us as soon as reasonably practicable of any circumstances or incident which may
give rise to a claim under this policy with full particulars of such event

2)

notify the police and us immediately it becomes evident that any damage has been caused by Specified
perils Malicious persons and or Theft and or relates to loss of money and in addition take all
practicable steps to discover any guilty person and or to trace and or recover the insured property or
money

3)

deliver to us at your own expense within
3.1) 7 days in the event of damage being caused by Specified perils Riot civil commotion strikers
locked-out workers or persons taking part in labour disturbances or malicious persons acting on
behalf of or in connection with any political organisationususus
3.2) 30 days after any event of damage other than stated in 3.1) above giving rise to a claim or such
further time as we may allow
a)

full information in writing of the property lost destroyed or damaged and of the amount of
damage

b)

details of any other insurance on any property hereby insured

c)

all such proofs and information relating to the claim as may be reasonably required by us for
the purpose of investigating or verifying the claim

d)

if requested provide a statutory declaration of the truth in respect of the claim submitted and
any other relevant details

4)

take all reasonable steps to hold responsible any party who has or may have liability in respect of any
claim submitted including the giving of written notice in due time and ensuring that any time limit is
protected

5)

provide all additional information we may require within the time limit stipulated by us

6)

forward unanswered to us immediately they are received every claim form summons or other originating
process or any letter of claim or other written notification of claim and all documents relating thereto

7)

give immediate notice in writing to us of any impending prosecution inquest or fatal accident inquiry

8)

at all times and in addition to the obligations set out above forward such information to and co-operate
with us or our appointed agents to allow us to be able to comply with relevant practice directions and
pre-action protocols as may be in force

9)

with due diligence carry out and permit to be taken any action which may be reasonably practicable to
prevent further damage or check any interruption or interference with your business or to avoid or
diminish the loss

Claims (conduct and control)
It is a condition precedent to our liability to indemnify you under the policy Sections or Subsections in
relation to any claim for damage or in the event of an incident in consequence of which a claim is or may be
made that no admission offer promise payment or indemnity will be made or given by or on behalf of you
without our written consent
We will be entitled if we so desire to take over and conduct in your name the defence or settlement of any
claim or to prosecute in your name for our benefit any claim for indemnity or damages or otherwise.
We will have full discretion in the conduct of any proceedings and in the settlement of any such claim against
you and you will give all such information and assistance as we may require
Claims (contribution)
Not applicable to the Liability Section or Directors and Officers Section or Contractors All Risks Section
If at the time of any damage there is any other insurance effected by or on your behalf covering any of the
property lost or damaged our liability hereunder will be limited to its rateable proportion of such damage
Claims (our rights)
It is a condition precedent to our liability to indemnify you under the Material Damage Section Business
Interruption Section Business Machines Section Money Section Frozen Foods Section Goods in
Transit Section Marine Cargo Section Freight Liability Section or Contractors All Risks Section in
relation to any claim for damage or in the event of an incident in consequence of which a claim is or may be
made to us that any person authorised by us may without hereby incurring any liability or diminishing any of
our rights under this policy
1)

enter any site or premises where damage has occurred and take and keep possession of the insured
property

2)

deal with any salvage as it deems fit but no property may be abandoned to us

if we elect or become bound to reinstate or replace any property you will at your own expense produce and
give to us all such plans documents books and information as we reasonably require.
We will not be bound to reinstate exactly or completely but only as circumstances permit and in reasonably
sufficient manner and will not in any case be bound to expend in respect of any one insured property Item
more than the Sum Insured or Limit of Liability stated in the appendix
Claims (reinstatement)
Not applicable to the Directors and Officers Section
If at our option any property is to be reinstated or replaced you will at your own expense provide all such
plans documents books and information as may be reasonably required
We will not be bound to reinstate exactly or completely but only as circumstances permit and in a reasonably
sufficient manner and will not in any case be bound to expend in respect of any one insured property Item
more than the Sum Insured or Limit of Liability stated in the appendix
Claims (subrogation)
Not applicable to the Directors and Officers Section
Any claimant under this policy will at our request and expense take and permit to be taken all necessary steps
for enforcing rights against any other party in your name before or after any payment is made by us
Fair presentation of the risk
We are keen to work in partnership with you and avoid any misunderstandings
1)

You must make a fair presentation of the risk to us at inception renewal and when alteration of the policy
is requested
Should you be in any doubt as to whther information should be presented to us you must discuss it with
your insurance adviser or disclose it to us

2)

We may at our absolute discretion avoid the policy and refuse to pay any claims where any failure to
make a fair presentation is
2.1) deliberate or reckless or
2.2) of such other nature that if you had made a fair presentation we would not have issued the policy
We will return the premium paid by you unless the failure to make a fair presentation is deliberate or
reckless

3)

If we would have issued the policy on different terms had you made a fair presentation we will not avoid
the policy (except where the failure is deliberate or reckless) but we may instead at our absolute
discretion
3.1) reduce proportionately the amount paid or payable on any claim the proportion for which we are
liable being calculated by comparing the premium actually charged as a percentage of the premium
which we would have charged had you made a fair presentation and/or

3.2) treat the policy as if it had included such additional terms (other than those requiring payment of
premium) as we would have imposed had you made a fair presentation
For the purposes of this Condition references to
a)

avoiding a policy means treating the policy as if it had not existed from the inception date (where the
failure to make a fair presentation of the risk occurs before or at inception of the policy) the renewal date
(where the failure occurs at renewal of the policy) or the date of alteration (where the failure occurs when
the policy is altered by endorsement)

b)

refund of premium should be treated as refunds of premium back to the inception date renewal date or
the date of alteration as the context requires

c)

issuing a policy should be treated as the references to issing the policy at inception renewing or
alteration of the policy by endorsement as the context requires

d)

premium should be treated as the premium payable for the particular contract of insurance which is
subject to this Condition (where there is more than one contract of insurance)

Fraud
Not applicable to the Legal Expenses Section
If you or anyone acting on your behalf
1)

makes any false or fraudulent claim

2)

makes any exaggerated claim

3)

supports a claim by false or fraudulent documents devices or statements (whether or not the claim is
genuine)

4)

makes a claim for loss or damage which you or anyone acting on your behalf deliberately caused

We will
a)

refuse to pay the whole of the claim and

b)

recover from you and sums that we have already paid in respect of the claim

We will also notify you if we will be treating the policy as having terminated with effect from the date of the
earliest of any acts set out in 1) - 4) above. In that event you will
i)

have no insurance cover under the policy from the date of the termination and

ii)

not be entitled to any refund of premium

Instalment premiums
Where reference is made in this policy to the payment of premium this includes your having agreed to pay by
instalments
We have agreed to accept payment of the first premium or any subsequent premium by instalment

1)

subject to paragraph 2) below this policy remains a contract for the period of insurance

2)

if any instalment of premium is not received by us on or before its due date all unpaid instalments of
premium and service fee shall immediately become payable. Should the full premium and service fee not
be paid within 14 days of us giving written notice of non-payment of an instalment this policy shall be
cancelled immediately on expiry of such notice

Intruder alarm installation
It is a condition precedent to our liability to indemnify you under the Material Damage Section Business
Interruption Section Business Machines Section Money Section Marine Cargo Section or Freight
Liability Section in relation to any claim for damage or in the event of an incident in consequence of which a
claim is or may be made that where the premises are protected by an intruder alarm installation
1)

the intruder alarm installation is not altered or amended in any way unless such amendment or alteration
has been agreed in writing by us

2)

the intruder alarm installation is maintained under contract with the installers or as otherwise approved by
us

3)

you shall immediately notify us upon receipt of any communication giving notice that the level of
response to the intruder alarm installation has been or will be reduced delayed or withdrawn

4)

the premises will not be left unattended without our agreement
4.1) unless the intruder alarm installation is set in its entirety with the means of communication used to
transmit signals in full operation
4.2) where the level of response is reduced to no police attendance or keyholder response only

5)

you will appoint at least two key holders and lodge written details (which must be kept up to date) with the
5.1) alarm company
5.2) alarm receiving centre
and
5.3) police and or the local authority if they so require

6)

in the event of notification of any activation of the intruder alarm installation or interruption of the means of
communication during any period that the intruder alarm installation is set a key holder will attend the
premises as soon as possible in order to confirm the security of the buildings and reset the intruder
alarm installation in its entirety. If the intruder alarm installation cannot be reset in its entirety or all means
of communication used to transmit signals are not in full operation a key holder must remain at the
premises unless we agree otherwise

Protections
It is a condition precedent to our liability to indemnify you under the Material Damage Section Business
Interruption Section Business Machines Section Money Section Marine Cargo Section or Freight
Liability Section in relation to any claim for damage or in the event of an incident in consequence of which a
claim is or may be made that you will ensure that

1)

all protections in force at the premises at the inception of this policy or subsequently as stipulated by or
agreed by us will be in full operation securing the premises whenever the premises are closed for your
business or left unattended

2)

any keys for the premises and or intruder alarm installation and or safes and or strong rooms and or any
other secured area or device in which insured property is kept are removed from the premises whenever
the premises are closed for your business or left unattended

3)

awareness of codes for the operation of the intruder alarm installation is restricted to authorised persons
and no details of the same are left on the premises. The codes will be changed immediately following the
departure from your business of an authorised person

Premium adjustment
If the premium for any policy Section Subsection or any part thereof is based on estimates an accurate record
containing all particulars relative thereto will be kept by you. At all times you will allow us to inspect such
record and will supply such particulars as we may require within one month from the expiry of each period of
insurance and the premium will thereupon be adjusted by us subject to the minimum premium chargeable for
the policy Section Subsection as stated in the appendix being retained by us
At our request you will supply an auditor's certificate in support of such particulars
If you fail to supply such particulars within the period stated by us we will be entitled to make a reasonable
estimate of such particulars and adjust the premium accordingly
Reasonable care
Not applicable to the Directors and Officers Section
It is a condition precedent to our liability to indemnify you in relation to any claim under the policy Sections
or Subsections that you will take all reasonable care
1)

to prevent or minimise any event which may give rise to a claim under this policy

2)

to maintain your premises and machinery and everything used in connection with your business in
proper repair

3)

in the selection and supervision of employees including the obtaining and retaining of references from
reliable sources

4)

to comply with all statutory and other obligations and regulations imposed by any authority

5)

to make good or remedy any defect or danger which becomes apparent and take such additional
precautions as the circumstances may require

Rights of third parties
A person who is not a party to this contract has no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 2010
to enforce any term of this contract but this does not affect any right or remedy of a third party which exists or
is available apart from that Act
Subjectivity

Not applicable to the Directors and Officers Section or Terrorism Section
1)

We will clearly state in a Subjectivity endorsement attaching to the appendix if the indemnity provided by
this policy Section or Subsection is subject to your
1.1) providing us with any additional information requested
1.2) completing any actions agreed between you and us
1.3) allowing us to complete any actions agreed between you and us
1.4) complying with any risk control survey improvements which are required to your premises or
contract sites or business
by the required date(s) stated in the endorsement

2)

If we require you must allow us access to your premises or contract sites or business to carry out risk
control survey(s) unless we agree otherwise in writing

and if you do not complete risk control survey improvements or actions or provide additional information
requested by the required date(s) stated in the endorsement then we may at our absolute discretion
a)

modify the premium

b)

issue a mid-term endorsement to the policy Section or Subsection terms Conditions and Exclusions

c)

exercise our right to cancel the policy

d)

leave the policy Section or Subsection terms Conditions and Exclusions and the premium unaltered

We will contact you or your insurance adviser with our decision and where applicable specify the date(s) by
which any risk requirements or action(s) agreed need to be completed by you and or any decision by us will
take effect. If the terms Conditions and Exclusions or premium are altered by us then you have 14 days to
accept or reject the revised basis of indemnity
If you elect to reject the revised basis of terms Conditions and Exclusions or premium then you will be entitled
to a proportionate refund of premium for the unexpired period of insurance provided that no claim has been
made during the current period of insurance
If we exercise our right to cancel the policy then you will be entitled to a proportionate refund of premium for
the unexpired period of insurance provided that no claim has been made during the current period of
insurance
To the extent that this Condition conflicts with any other Cancellation Condition then this Condition will prevail
Except in so far as they are expressly varied by this Condition all of the terms Conditions Exclusions and limits
of the policy Sections or Subsections will continue to apply until we advise otherwise
Seventy two hour
Not applicable to the Liability Section or Directors and Officers Section or Contractors All Risks Section
or Terrorism Section
In the event of

1)

Specified peril Earthquake or a series of earthquakes
or

2)

Specified peril Storm or a series of storms
or

3)

Specified peril Flood or a series of floods
or

4)

Specified peril Riot or a series of riots

happening within a 72 hour consecutive period they will be regarded as one event provided that
a)

no one individual Earthquake Storm Flood or Riot civil commotion strikers lock-out workers
which happens outside a 72 hour consecutive period will be accepted in that one event

b)

you select the time when the 72 hour consecutive period commences

c)

the 72 hour consecutive period will not operate beyond either expiry of the period of insurance or
the policy Condition Cancellation agreed date

